
TIPS AND TRICKS IN 
ROSE GARDENING 

By Sue Tiffany 

Consulting Rosarian 



SOIL TESTING 

 

Most of us in the Pacific Northwest live on glacial till and it tends to be 
acidic. Being newly returned to growing roses, I had my soil tested at no 
cost through King County Conservation District and all my soil was VERY 
acidic. The military has an expression: “When in doubt, there is not 
doubt.” To me, that means check first. Be careful. Believe all things could 
be wrong.  Before doing anything, ask your county district if they do 
free testing. Make sure your meter is accurate for the sake of your 
roses. Now, other than being invaded with blackspot and crying for 
more rain, my roses now look relatively healthy and I don't mess with 

success. 
 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES- THOUGHT #1 

 

 

Roses like a pH of 6.0 to 6.8 and adding too much of anything 
could have a disastrous effect. If necessary, the quickest way to 
lower pH is to add aluminum sulfate. Just be careful. A slower, but 
perhaps more controllable way to do it is to add sulfur as it is 
slower acting. A third method is to add sulfur-coated urea (the 
more expensive option), but if you plan to fertilize anyway, you 
can purchase a fertilizer with this in it. Just think about what you 
want to do and how quickly you feel it needs to be done. In the 
long run, adding organic matter, like compost, composted manure 
and acidic mulches (e.g. pine needles) can gradually lower your 
soil pH over time. As organic matter decomposes, bacteria and 
other microbes grow and feed upon it, creating acidic by-products 
in the process.  
 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES- THOUGHT #2 

 

Once again: 

Roses like a pH of 6.0 to 6.8 and adding too much of 
anything could have a disastrous effect.  

NOTICE: pH is the result of the elements in our soil, not the 
cause. 

SOME THINGS ARE SO IMPORTANT, THEY ARE WORTH REPEATING: pH 
is the result of the elements in our soil, not the cause. 
 



THE AVAILABILITY OF NUTRIENTS 

The red line represents the Puget Sound area. 

 

The blue line represents the Mid-Columbia 

Basin. 

 

The black line represents the Rainy Rose 

Garden’s test from May 14, 2014. We have 

some serious work to do and we’ve already 

begun doing it! The area between the two 

green lines is optimum for growing roses with 

the green line reflecting the optimal growing 

conditions for our roses. This is the healthy, 

living soil we all hope to achieve! 

 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES- THOUGHT #3 

 

If pH is the result of the elements in our soil, should we 

blindly add limestone to our soil on a yearly basis? Of 

course not! 

 

This is where soil testing is so important! It’s 

even worth paying for it as soil is a  

living organism that is far too complex  

for me to explain. 

                      ‘Jeanne Lajoie’ by Sid Gnesa 



SIGNS OF PROBLEMS 

If you look at the chart I’m providing, you’ll 

note the number of times “yellow” or 

“yellowish” appears on the list. Even if you 

have this sheet in your hand, you may or 

may not be able to tell what is wrong with 

your plant.  

 

There is a free Garden Hotline in King 

County that can help, BUT what might 

prevent these concerns in the first place is to 

have your soil tested.   

 

(206) 633-0224 or www.gardenhotline.org.  

This service is available Monday – 

Saturday 9 to 5. They can accept photos 

with a max space of 2 MB.  

http://www.gardenhotline.org/


GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES- AN ACTUAL TEST 

RESULT 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES- A WORD OF 

CAUTION! 

 Don’t add lime and fertilizer at the 
same time as this could cause an 
unwanted reaction in your garden! 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH 
FOR YOUR ROSES 

  

 This was only ONE page of FIVE pages of 
graphs accompanied by a twelve page 
written explanation of what I could do to help 
my soil and thereby the plants and lawns.  

 The cost? $0.00. It is a free service of the 
King County Conservation District. 



FREE SOIL TESTING  

 There are over 3000 conservation districts 
throughout the United States. Your Snohomish 
County DOES offer free soil testing. Included 
below is their address in Lake Stevens AND their 
telephone number. 

  

 Address: 528 91st Ave NE, Lake Stevens, WA 
98258 

 Phone: (425) 335-5634 

  

https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN873x110572349&id=YN873x110572349&q=Snohomish+Conservation+District&name=Snohomish+Conservation+District&cp=48.0013236999512~-122.109329223633&ppois=48.0013236999512_-122.109329223633_Snohomish+Conservation+District&FORM=SNAPST
https://www.bing.com/local?lid=YN873x110572349&id=YN873x110572349&q=Snohomish+Conservation+District&name=Snohomish+Conservation+District&cp=48.0013236999512~-122.109329223633&ppois=48.0013236999512_-122.109329223633_Snohomish+Conservation+District&FORM=SNAPST


GETTING THE RIGHT PH 
FOR YOUR ROSES 

 

As most of us have acidic soil, lowering the pH in our 
soil would kill our roses. The question for most of us is 
how to raise the pH. Use dolomitic limestone 
to adjust the pH IF your soil test shows that your 
soil is low in magnesium. Pulverized limestone is the 
most common and inexpensive acid neutralizer. Use 
this limestone if you don't need to add magnesium 
to your soil. But, what do you do if you need to add 
magnesium to your soil?  
 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR YOUR 
ROSES 

 

With a low pH AND a soil deficient in magnesium, we need to add 

something like Dolomite (recommended in lab report) or Epsom Salts to 

our soil. For the most part, Epsom Salts are not needed by the soil in the 

PNW. However, in the case of my soil, there wasn’t anything except 

something acidic that would not have improved it. Please don’t randomly 

add things to your soil without a good soil test.  

 

Also, remember, we are  trying to save the insects  

and micro-organisms in the soil.  
 

‘Cornelia’ by Sue Tiffany 



GETTING THE RIGHT PH FOR 
YOUR ROSES 

 

I haven’t read this man’s book, but I’m going to! He writes: “It’s 

not that the acidity of a 4.5 pH soil is harmful in of itself; it’s 

that most nutrients aren’t as available to plants,  

and a few may be too available. Further, many  

microbes can’t live at an extreme pH, so the soil  

food web will be lacking.”  

 

Phil Nauta: Building Soils Naturally. 

 
 



THE SAD TALE OF A ROSE 



SAD TALE OF A ROSE - 2 

I got ‘J & P Sangria’ at a Pacific Northwest District Conference several 

years ago. As you can see by the preceding photo, it was a beauty. In 

the past 4 years or so, it has progressively languished. Two weekends 

ago, I dug it up thinking I would move it to another place where it might 

be happier. 

 

It languished even more in spite of being treated with SuperThrive and 

being placed under my deck—my ideal growing place with 6+ hours 

of light, but no direct heat from the sun. 

 

This past Saturday, I decided to throw it away. : ( As I tugged to get it 

out of the container it was in, I thought, “This rose has a monster root. 

Why wasn’t it healthy?” 



SAD TALE OF A ROSE - 3 

I was struggling to get it to the yard waste container when a GIANT ring, the 

size of a Christmas wreath, fell away from it. I has holding a rose with about 

an 8” root and a few feeder roots. What I thought were its roots were roots 

from my neighbor’s cedar tree that had wrapped around it to get the water I 

was giving it—effectively choking it to death. 

 

MORAL OF THE STORY: If you plant roses near trees, they need their own 

metal boxes around them (15 x 15 x 15 x 15) with an open bottom to let their 

tap root grow downward and their feeder roots to spread out. I already knew 

this, but had no idea how aggressive cedar roots could be.  

 

Dear ‘J & P Sangria’—I am sorry.  



AIR CIRCULATION 

The foliage on plants with good circulation dries quicker. 

The spores from many diseases (rust, mildew, blackspot) 

need several hours to germinate on moist foliage in order 

to get a "foothold" on the plant. Reducing the conditions 

that promote the disease, helps  

to eliminate the problem.      
(‘America’ (a climbing rose) by Sue Tiffany) 



SPACE AROUND THE ROSE 

It is important to be able to access your roses from 

all sides. I’ve learned to move my rose forward from 

walls and fences. If I can walk around the roses, air 

can circulate around the roses. This also helps keep 

the roses from burning due to heat either absorbed 

or reflected from the structure behind it.  



SPACE AROUND THE ROSE - 2 

We’ve been told to plant our roses 3 feet apart from 

crown to crown. I don’t know about you, but my roses 

tend to be fat and sassy and would like their 

neighbors to be at least 4 feet from center to center.  

 

One way around this is to plant roses in  

a zig-zag pattern. You still have room to  

work around them AND they still have  

room to grow.  

‘Blanc Double de Coubert’ 

by Sue Tiffany 



MULCH 

Mulch is another great asset in the garden. It 

helps improves the texture, water retention 

and microorganisms in the soil. It helps reduce 

the weeds. It also helps to stop spores that 

usually start at the bottom of the plant (rust 

and blackspot) from bouncing  

from the soil onto the leaves of  

the plant.  



MORE ON MULCH 

Mulch is not just the organics you buy from a nursery or a place 

that makes it from trees or things that you can compost 

yourself…mulch can be six layers of newspaper on top of 

cardboard. This will eventually break down; but in the 

meantime, it will cut down enormously on the amount of weeds in 

flower beds. It has taken me three years and three applications 

of the six layers of newspaper on top of cardboard to rid 

myself of the weeds and grass along my back fence. This year 

the only things brave enough to grow besides the things I 

planted along the fence were about five dandelions! YIPPEE! 

Score one for weed prevention and me! 



GUESS WHAT ELSE MULCH 
DOES? 

Mulch can help smother blackspot and rust 

spores that usually start at the bottom of the 

plant and help prevent them from bouncing 

from the soil onto the leaves of the plant.   

Cornelia by Sue Tiffany 



RING AROUND THE ROSES 

A three inch tall (or even higher) plastic ring around 

your roses will help keep in both the mulch and the 

food you feed the soil around the roses. The mulch, as 

mentioned, is both a water conserver and a weed 

preventer. A “big” rosarian on the East Coast has 14 

dump truck loads of mulch delivered to his home every 

spring. He does have a lot of area to cover, BUT he 

also doesn’t have many weeds with which to contend. 



RING AROUND THE ROSES 
Without a well, the water, mulch and fertilizer usually run off--away from 

the bush. The rose rings are made out of 3-inch high brown plastic bender 

board (also known as flexible landscape edging, or terrace board).  

 

You will need heavy-duty scissors, as this material is thick. Form the strip into 

a circle and overlap the ends about 2 inches. The rings will now be about 22 

inches in diameter. 

  

You can purchase brown plastic stakes made especially for the bender 

board. 

 

Place the rose ring around the rosebush. And press partially down into the 

soil to hold the ring in place. It may be easier to make and install the rose 

rings during the dormant period, when the rose bushes have been pruned 

and they are leafless.  

 



RING AROUND THE ROSES 



IF YOU FEED THEM, THEY 
WILL GROW.  

There are some very good, environmentally 

friendly products.  Fish emulsion, kelp, alfalfa and 

other natural meals are non-toxic. 



ORGANIC FERTILIZERS 

While it is a good idea to combine different 

organics, keep an eye on the N-P-K ratios.  A 

combination of equal parts cottonseed meal, bone 

meal and kelp meal will give you a suitable 

balance of N-P-K (4.2-8-2.2), supplying all the 

nutrients a rose could ask for.  Or you might just 

feed one organic each week, alternating nitrogen, 

phosphorus and potassium sources. 
  



WHAT ABOUT PETS? 

We have three large dogs. They LOVE bone and blood meal so it 

is not used in the backyard—their playground. They will taste 16-

16-16, eat coffee grounds and enjoy alfalfa meal. None of these 

hurt dogs. I was curious about 16-16-16 AND lime so I tasted 

them myself. I found that 16-16-16 tastes yukky and lime tastes 

like eating cement (not that I’ve made a habit of eating cement). 

None of these are toxic—or tasty. The secret? Water first before 

you fertilize. Rake in your amendment. Water again. There will be 

much less for sneaky critters like dogs to eat and you won’t have 

to be as concerned when you feed your soil.  



SPEAKING OF COFFEE 
GROUNDS… 

WSU scientist, Dr. Linda Chalker-Scott has been interested in 

further study on coffee grounds. The latest research seems to point 

out that coffee grounds used without fertilizer merely serve as a 

mulch and don’t feed the soil. However, when used WITH fertilizer, 

the 6.9 pH of the coffee grounds DOES help the fertilizer work 

more efficiently and feed the soil. Starbucks still gives away these 

coffee grounds free in Kent. I hope they do so up here in your 

area.  



PUYALLUP FERTILIZER 

Puyallup Fertilizer with an NPK ratio of 15-10-10 has a 

big advantage over some other fertilizers in that many 

micro-nutrients have also been added to it. Our soil may 

not need a large percentage of these minerals to feed 

our roses, but even a trace amount can be essential to 

plant health. Whenever possible, purchase fertilizer that 

does contain the nutrients needed for healthy plants.   



CHEMICAL FREE IN THE 
GARDEN 

For those of you who prefer to not use chemicals, 

there are a number of organic or environmentally 

friendly fungicides available (e.g. Rose Defense, 

E-Rase, and Safer’s are Fungicides).  These 

contain natural oils, fatty acids, and other organic 

materials that stop or prevent growth of fungus.  

Total coverage and repeat applications are 

necessary with these products.  My personal 

preference is Neem Oil. 



MORE ON ORGANIC 
FERTILIZERS 

If you have been using chemical fertilizers exclusively, 

you should start slowly with organics as your soil will not 

contain an abundance of the microorganisms that are 

necessary for the break-down of the organics, making 

them palatable for your roses. 

 

                  Not all roses want to be sprayed with 

anything. In particular, rugosa roses will burn if sprayed 

with chemicals. Rugosas are hardy and darn near 

disease-free and don’t need to be sprayed in my 

garden.  



BLACKSPOT—THE SCOURGE 
OF ROSARIANS 

Finding Lower Maintenance/Easy Tea Hybrid Tea Roses: 

  

Easy Tea Overall Visual Quality/Resistance   Easy Tea Blackspot 

 

1. Traviata      1. The McCartney Rose  

2. Tahitian Sunset      2. Traviata  

3. Frederic Mistral      3. Pink Traviata  

4. Tropicana      4. Tahitian Sunset  

5. Pink Traviata      5. Tiffany 

  

  



EARTHKIND ROSES 

These roses are hardy and generally disease free! 

Dwarf Shrubs   Medium Shrubs 

Marie Daly (Polyantha)  Belinda’s Dream (Shrub)   

Souvenir de St. Anne’s (Bourbon)  Carefree Beauty (Shrub)   

The Fairy (Polyantha)  Ducher (China) 

    Duchesse de Brabant (Tea) 

    Else Poulsen (Floribunda) 

Small Shrubs   Georgetown Tea (Tea rose) 

Caldwell Pink (found rose)  Knockout (Shrub)   

Cécile Brunner (Polyantha)  La Marne (Polyantha) 

Perle d’Or (Polyantha)  Madame Antoine Mari (Polyantha) 

Monsieur Tillier (Tea rose)  Mrs. Dudley Cross (Tea rose) 

    Mutabilis (China) 

    Spice (China) 

 

    (Continued)  



EARTHKIND ROSES 
(CONTINUED) 

These roses are hardy and generally disease free! 

 

Mannerly Climbers   Vigorous Climbers 

 

Climbing Pinky (Polyantha)  New Dawn (Large Flowered Climber) 

Sea Foam (Shrub)   Rêve d’Or (Noisette) 



BLACKSPOT (CONTINUED) 

For me, the secret to reducing blackspot does not lie ONLY with 

buying blackspot resistant roses, but this is a step in the right 

direction. I rarely buy a hybrid tea! It has to be an exceptional 

rose. I’ve told you previously that I like polyanthas closely followed 

by rugosas. As I’ve come to know these roses, there is more to them 

than meets the eye! They rarely get blackspot! Neither do Len’s 

precious spinosissimas or Old Garden Roses! I think all the 

breeding to get the “PERFECT” hybrid tea, left the plant without its 

natural defenses to disease.   
  



SUE’S THEORY OF 
BLACKSPOT 

Blackspot is a fungus. OK. But why do some roses seem to be more susceptible 

than others?  

1) We just touched on the multiple times a rose was hybridized with another 

rose. 

2) How about location? Density of the canes? Proximity to other roses?  

3) My new theory encompasses all of those PLUS! H-Y-D-R-A-T-I-O-N. 

     Here’s why…I have a one-year old ‘Double Delight’ in my front flower bed: 

In the VERY, VERY FRONT. It does not get as much water as the rest of the roses 

and I only recently noticed this. After removing ALL the blackspotted leaves, I 

am now watering it from the side of the lawn right next to the rose. Guess 

what? There is much less blackspot now appearing on the rose. 



SUE’S THEORY OF 
BLACKSPOT 

(CONTINUED) 

WHAT I DIDN’T DO AFTER PRUNING THIS YEAR: 
 

1) I did NOT spray with Neem Oil. OK. I was in a long term substitute position as an 

elementary school counselor. I fell at the job before that and tore my shoulder 

(among other things)…but I did not spray after pruning.  

2) Why would spraying have helped? All the parasites, fungi and other things we do 

NOT want in our garden are equal opportunity squatters. (Just like weeds). Give 

them the inch and they’ll own the place.  

3) Also, I did NOT defoliated my roses last fall/winter. Does this make a difference? I 

think it may. Roses need some leaves/greenery for photosynthesis to work. However, 

leaves that have already weathered a year in the sun are most likely tired and need 

to be replaced. Does that mean we leave a few leaves on the rose canes? I don’t 

know…stay tuned. I’m thinking about this.   



DON’T DO THIS! 

Despite this, dishwashing liquids and laundry detergents are primarily designed to dissolve 

grease from dishes and clean clothes; not kill insect and mite pests.  

 These materials may cause plant injury (=phytotoxicity) by dissolving the 

waxy cuticle on leaf surfaces. Although the leaves of roses tend to have a thickened 

cuticle and the flowers are waxy there is still a risk of phytotoxicity. 

 Registered, commercially available insecticidal soaps are less likely to 

dissolve plant waxes compared to household cleaners. Dishwashing liquids and laundry 

detergents, like insecticidal soaps, lack any residual activity and thus more frequent 

applications are needed. 

 



WHAT I DID RIGHT! 

I fed my soil alfalfa meal! To me, feeding alfalfa meal 

along with pruning roses is a perfect match. Any of the 

meals would be good, but alfalfa meal is inexpensive, 

my dogs won’t eat too much of it and it will slowly be  

releasing a good balance of NPK to the soil.   



WHAT I DID RIGHT! (PART 2) 

Not too long after April 15th, I put down Puyallup 

fertilizer’s 15-10-10 that also contains micronutrients. I 

still don’t have it all covered and raked in, but I am 

alternating between watering the front flowers one day 

and the back the next and I’ll get in worked in soon.  

 

Why after or about April 15? The roses at this time will 

have begun their first flush and the soil will need to be 

re-energized.  



AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION 

  

It is a good idea to have a Tetanus booster at least every ten years, with a five 

year interval preferable. We all work in the soil and occasionally get stuck with 

thorns and this makes having the booster important. Tetanus is a soil born 

bacteria that can be fatal. Before the busy growing season begins is a good 

time to make sure you are up-to-date on your tetanus vaccine. Tetanus is a 

bacterial infection often called “Lock Jaw”. It can lead to death; however, the 

tetanus vaccine has made it a preventable disease. 

  

Please check the date of your last vaccination and if you are due for a booster, 

make an appointment today! 

 

  

   



WHY DO I GARDEN? 
 

   I garden because I  cannot help myself. 

  

When souls were handed out, I was given the one of a  

gardener.  

  

Margaret Roach 

American author  

and gardener 

 

  



CHILDREN DO… 

   



SO PLEASE DO… 

   


